We will study the question about decidability for Boolean algebras with first elementary characteristic one. The main problem is sufficient conditions for decidability of Boolean algebras with recursive representation for extended signature by definable predicates. We will use the base definitions on recursive and constructive models from [2, 4-6, 10, 1 l] but on Boolean algebras from [I, 81. @ 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Restricted theories of Boolean algebras
The model completeness is one of the important properties of elementary theories.
It clarifies the structure of models of these systems of axioms and allows us to solve various algorithmic problems in such systems as well [2-15, 171. It is clear that the theory of Boolean algebras of the ordinary signature (A', V', C') is not model-complete since finite Boolean subalgebras exist in any infinite Boolean algebra but they are not elementary subsystems. However, this theory becomes modelcomplete in the first-order enrichment of the theory of Boolean algebras. We can consider the extension of the signature by unary predicate symbols AA, BA, CA. .Y,,', n E N. We define these predicate symbols with the help of formulas introduced in [8] .
Let 23 be a Boolean algebra and let Z(23) denote the ideal generated by the atomic elements of 23 plus the atomless elements of 23. We can then form the quotient !X3, = B/1(%3) and iterate the construction, i.e., '!&+I = %,,/1('%23,). Using the natural homomorphisms between % and 23,,. one naturally defines a sequence of ideals of 93 Z1(?Z3),Z2(E3), . such that 23, = '!-B/1,(23). Also we let 10 = (0%) where 05 is the zero of '13 so that 230 = S/lo = 23. We define formulas in the signature of Boolean algebras such that 1. Atom,(x) @ the image of x in 2T& is atom in 23,,, 2. Atomless, ++ the image of x in & is an atomless element of 23n,
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3. Atomic,,(x) H the image of x in 23, is an atomic element of '$$, and
Z,(x) H x E 1&B).
We introduce the extending chain of signatures as follows: In studying Boolean algebras of small characteristics as well as formulas with restricted number of alternations of quantifiers in formulas in prenex normal form, it is often useful to consider only a part of predicates that are necessary to the model completeness. As we show below, definable predicates have more complicate quantifier prefix in increasing n and they characterize the corresponding restricted layer of an elementary theory. For any n we consider the extensions BAT of the theory of Boolean algebras BA which is obtained by adding a prescribed definition of every symbol. It is clear that UBAZ is a model-complete definable extension BA" of the theory of Boolean algebras BA . and let (z)% be a similar algebra but in 2l, i.e., (T&t = {x 1 x E JBI and xb b}. We can define predicates of the signature a,+, on elements of summands of the pairs (($&t,21) and (z,!B) in the same way since their definitions depend only on the properties of those elements that are less than these analyzed elements.
For a formula of the form (3~1 . . . y,)D(xl,. . .,Xk, ~1,. . . , y,), we take elements yl,. . . , y, that makes it true in '3. We consider grB(tli,. . , C?k, ~1,. . . ,_I+,,) as a subalgebra of 23 of the signature of Boolean algebras and all atoms es,. . . , es of this decomposition. Then each atom is located under only one element of bi, 1 < i 6 n. We obtain s subsets K,, . . . , KS g (0,. . . , m} such that Ki fIKj=VI for i#j, V,~,Ki={O,...,m} and VjEK, ej = bi. Since ~1,. . . , ak belong to ti, the atoms b,, . . . , b, of grw(ui,. . . ,ak) belong to S. For every 1 di<s we find IKil elements q,i E Ki, of the subalgebra 2I such that they form the partition of bi (i.e., V. e; A ej = 0) and predicates of the signature en IEK! ej = bi and for any i # j from Ki satisfy the following condition: those predicates of on are satisfiable on e: that are satisfiable on ei. We set y! + V,, <.", e;. 
From the condition on ch(($),)
we have ch(g\V,E, di)s ) = ch((z),). Consequently, for b\vdj E 91 there is a partition into s elements that do not belong to the ideal 4 and are not atoms in the kth quotient. The desired partition of b in '8 has been constructed. . , is} one of the following conditions hold: Proof. The assertion can be derived from Proposition 1.2 by induction on n since the negation of a a,-formula is equivalent to a Z7,-formula and the converse assertion is also true. 0
Recursive and decidable Boolean algebras
The decidability problem for various classes of algorithmic problems on effectively prescribed systems is one of the main purposes of the theory of constructive models. Therefore, studying constructive models, it is important to investigate correlations between the decidability of different algorithmic problems in a constructive model as well as study these questions depending on the choice of constructivizations.
We study interconnection between the decidability of all elementary properties of a constructive
Boolean algebra and that of all atomic properties of enrichments of the Boolean algebra, i.e., properties that can be expressed in terms of quantifier-free formulas of the corresponding extended signatures.
From the corollary to the Proposition 1.2 on reducing restricted theories to El-formulas and \J-formulas but in the enrichment of the signature of Boolean algebras with predicates of a, we obtain the following proposition. Proof. The necessity follows from the possibility of our description of a predicate of the signature cn in terms of C,-formulas or LI,-formulas of the signature of Boolean algebras. The sufficiency follows from the fact that any C,-formula is equivalent to a V-formula and an 3-formula of the signature on. q
To answer to the question whether a Boolean algebra is decidable, it is important to study the existence of constructivizations of enrichments of a Boolean algebra 23 to algebraic systems of the restricted signatures r~,, 12 20. We will study the question concerning the decidability of a Boolean algebra if its characteristic is (l,l,O). Proof. For a Boolean algebra 2I we consider three possible cases. We note that for any countable Boolean algebra of the elementary characteristic ( 1, 1,0) one of these cases holds. It is obvious that any two of them cannot hold simultaneously.
We assume that there exists a Boolean algebra 2I such that none of the abovementioned cases holds and ch(9I) = ( 1, 1,O) . In particular, for 2I Case 2 fails. Hence there is an atomic element aa E '9I such that under C(Q) there is no atomic element b<C(ao) such that gE2L.
Since Case 3 does not hold for 'u, there is an atomic element ai such that under C(ai) there is no element b<C(al) such that g%&,lX,,.
We now consider a = aa V al. Since aa and ai are atomic, a is also atomic. Since x E I('%) and ch (x) = (0, n, E). But each of these characteristics is described by a single formula. Consequently, the Boolean algebra C'i;;) is a prime model of the characteristic ( 1, 1,O). This prime model is decidable. Furthermore, it has a constructivization with decidable set of atoms. As has already been indicated, it is also decidable. Since the product of decidable models is decidable, Cu = ci x CT) is a decidable model.
If Case 3 holds for 2I, then we consider an atomic element a0 such that there is no atomic element b d C(q) such that b 2 'B,,. Such an element exists because, in view
of the condition of Case 3, Case 2 fails for 'u. As in the previous case, we conclude that ii is a decidable Boolean algebra since it has a constructivization with recursive set of atoms.
We consider the Boolean algebra C(a). The conditions of Case 3 imply that C(a) is a dense Boolean algebra. Consequently, it is countable, saturated and decidable by [8] .
Therefore, the Boolean algebra VI, being the product of decidable Boolean algebras, is also decidable.
It remains to study the second case.
A Boolean algebra 2I of type (1, 1,0) satisfying the conditions of Case 2 is called w-hit.
We will use the method of generated trees in our constructions. We can construct a countable Boolean algebra 23~ for any tree D.
On the set N', we introduce the following functions and subsets [8] :
where [x] denotes the integer part of x, n-1, n is even, n >O,
It is easy to observe the correspondence between vertices whose numbers are defined by the functions R(n), L(n), S(n), H(n) and the vertex n with the number n: R(n) is the number of the right-hand vertex located below n, ,5(n) is the number of the left-hand vertex located below n, H(n) is the number of the nearest vertex located above n, H(0) = 0, S(n) is the number of the neighboring with respect to n vertex located under H(n). Further, h(n) indicates the distance between n and 0, i.e., the number of preceding vertices of the branch on which n is situated.
By definition, the set E,, consists of all the vertices of the same level.
The notation x $ y means that x and y belong to the same branch and x is located under y.
We
recall that a subset D G N is called a tree if for any n ED the elements H(n) and S(n) belong to D. 0
Remark. If D is a tree, n % m, and n ED, then m ED.
By a tree generating a Boolean algebra 2l we mean a pair (D; cp), where D is a tree and cp is an injection of D into A such that For an arbitrary tree D & N we define 230 as the subalgebra of the algebra 8~ generated by the set {q(n) 1 n E D}. 
Lemma 1. If a Boolean algebra '$I is w-limit and is constructivizable to the extended signature (rl, then there exists its constructivization p signature with O'-recursive Ershou-Tarski ideal I(2I). with respect of the same
Proof. For a constructive Boolean algebra ('$I, v) of the signature (~1 we consider a recursive tree 2 such that ('11, $1) % (23 Y, VP). We fix a mapping cp and a partial recursive function g such that (9, cp) is the tree generating 2l, and q(n) = vg(n) for any n E 9%.
The recursivity of the set of numbers of atoms implies the recursivity of the tree 9. Consequently, the set of end vertices of the tree 2 is recursive. We note that the recursivity of the tree 9 is a necessary and sufficient condition for the recursivity of the set of numbers of atoms of the Boolean algebra $3~ with respect to the numbering vt/.
We now consider the representation of 9 as a computable sequence of finite subtrees 9'0 c 2, c. '. s 9, &. . .) where IJ, 9,, = 9, 620 = (0) and ~@~+i %G 9 n {x 1 h(
x) d n+ 1). An element x E 9, is called t-atomless, if YE $2 for any y$x and h(y) < t+h(x).
We note that an element of the Boolean algebra q(x) is atomless if and only if x E 9 is a t-atomless element for any t E N. If x E 9, then the number i> h(x) is called the t-atomlessity level of X. If there exists an element y 4x such that y is t-atomless and h(y) = i, add the element H(y) is not t-atomless. An element x E 9 is called t-principal if the element x is not t-atomless and, for any y E $2 such that y fx and h(y) = h(x)! one of the following conditions holds:
there exists k > h(x) such that k is the t-atomlessity level of x but not of y; a number i, k<i< h(x), is the t-atomlessity level of x if and only if i is the t-atomlessity level of y. Step t + 1. We find the least t' > i(t) such that for any i <n(t) + 1 there exists a t'-prime element x, such that under xi there exists an endpoint y < x of Q1+l, which is not t'-atomless and is not an endpoint of 9. The existence of such t' follows from the fact that the characteristic of the Boolean algebra under consideration '3 is (1, l,O). The effectivity of verification is a consequence of the recursivity of the tree 9.
If for any i<n(t) the equality xi =m'(i) holds, then x,(~)+I + m'(n(t)) or x,(~)+I St: m'(n(t)).
For xno)+i 4 m'(n(t)) we set
x is marked by some tag MK or there exists y E 9?'+' \9" and H(x) = cp'(_v)}.
K'+' = {x 1 x E Mtf'\Mf, H(x) is marked by some the tag MK}.
If x was marked by the tag MK, then we move I& by R(x).
In the case x,(f)+i K m'(n(t)) we set n(t + 1) =n(t) + 1, i(t + 1) = t', and m'+'(i) = m'(i) for i<n(t), m'+'(n(t) + 1)=x,(fj+i.
We find an end element y of M', which is not in K', yc 4 m'(n(t)) and an end element x0 of 9. which is not in 9, such that CP'(XO) = YO. Let XI =-qf)+l and cp'Wh )I = YI.
For all s E 9' such that s Kxx,(,)+i and s #x0 we define (P'+'(S) = q'(s) and #+'(xo) = L(y0). Under the element R(ys) we locate a subtree 9" isomorphic to 9' = {z E 9Jf+' 1 z <xncf)+l}. Defining (p'+' on 9' so that q'+' is an isomorphism of 9' onto 9", we add elements of 9" to M'+' . For any element y EM'+' marked by MK, we add two elements R(y) and L(y) to M'+' , move MK by the R(y), and add L(y) to K'+'. We add L(ya) to M'+'. We also add two elements L(cpf(H(x,(f)+l))) and R(cpf(H(x,cf)+l ))) to Mf+', setting (p'(L(H( x,(t)+1 ))) =&f(H(x,(t)+i )), and mark R(cp'(H(x,(t)+l ))) by M x,,,,+, . The elements R(y),L(y) E LSf+'\9' that are end ones of gf+' and are not located under x,(f)+i are added to M '+I. We set cp'+'(L( y)) = Lq'+'( y) and (p'+' (R(y)) =R#+'(_v).
If there exists i <n(t), xi #m'(i), then we consider the largest io <n(t) such that ('Jj<io)xj=m'(j).
We set n(t + l)%io. For every k E 9', h(k) > io, such that there is the mark MK, we consider an element y marked by MK and add the elements L(y) and R(y) to M'+'. For every k, h(k) >io, we choose the greatest element x E 9' such that k -CX and h(x)>,io, but, on z t x, there is no Mkf such that h(k')>io. Under q'(x) we locate a subtree isomorphic to {Z (2 E t;/'+' , z < x} and add the corresponding isomorphism to the mapping 'pl restricted on the set {x E 2" 1 h(x) d io} if the latter is nonempty, i.e., there exists at least one x with the above-mentioned properties. Otherwise, #+' coincides with (p' on this element. We continue the constructed mapping to an isomorphic embedding PI+' into M'+'. After that the @'-images of end elements of 9' belonging to 22'+ are added to K'. As a result, we obtain K"'. From the construction and the fact that the characteristic of 9I is ( 1, l,O), it follows that lim,,, n(t) = co, q(x) % lim q'(x) exists for any x and lim,,, m'(i) exists for any i. Let (G:,I) be a tree generating 23~. From the above properties and an isomorphism between the quotient algebras ZF)/F(@)) and cp(z))/F(cp(%@))) it follows for x E Y that I(i) is an atomic Boolean algebra. Since elements of lJtaoMf determining atomic elements of the Boolean algebra $93~ define a finite Boolean algebra or SC,,, or differ from some summands of cp(Z(x)) by a finite summands for some x E 9 such that h(x) is an atomic element of 2%,. In this case, it is easy to construct an isomorphism between 23~ and 23v. However, in '23j~, for any i the elements lim,,,
cp(m'(i))
determine an infinite chain of elements of 23~ of characteristic ( 1, l,O). Consequently, 23~ is recursive Boolean algebra with recursive set of atoms and 0'-recursive ErshovTarski ideal. 0
The next stage of the proof of the theorem is based on the following lemma.
Lemma 2. If a recursive Boolean algebra 23 of characteristic ( 1, 1, 0) nith recursive set of atoms and the O'-recursive Ershov-Tarski ideal I(%) is w-limit one, then there exists a recursive Boolean algebra 9I isomorphic to 23 l+ith recursive set of atoms and recursive Ershov-Tarski ideal.
Proof. If the Ershov-Tarski ideal is 0'-recursive, then for any recursive tree 9 such that '239 $23 there exists a recursive function f such that there exists f(n) = lim I_x1 f(n,t) for any n; moreover, f(x) = O@Z(x-) EI(~) and f(x) = 1%1(x) +! Z(%,), where (2,) is a tree generating 23~. In this case, to the tree 9 we add a finite chain of elements of Y that connects elements x and h(x) of 9 and such that only finite subtrees fork from it. Thereby, we attain the recursivity of the Ershov-Tarski ideal without disturbing the recursivity of the set of atoms and without changing the isomorphism type.
Our next aim is to analyze a recursive Boolean algebra 2I with recursive set of atoms and recursive Ershov-Tarski ideal I(%). 0
We note the following simple fact. 
Proof.
We proceed by the sequential detaching the direct summands. The effective realization of this procedure is justified by the recursivity of the Ershov- Tarski Let 52i be a tree that generates 'Xi and is constructed uniformly on i. Without loss of generality, we can assume that, at every step of constructing the tree, only two new end elements are added to the ready part of the tree, i.e., where a = L(c), b=R(c), and c is an end element of 9:. We consider a one-to-one mapping 6i : 9i+i!Ii. We construct step-by-step a new tree Mi SO that 23)~~ 2 '?li and BM, x 8, " %i are isomorphic. We give a informal description of the procedure. We introduce the notion of a complete element of a tree (an analog of an atomless element of a generated Boolean algebra) and that of an n-complete element (a finite analog of a complete element) so that an element is complete if and only if it is n-complete for any natural number n.
Constructing step-by-step, we keep track of n-complete elements of 9f+' so that the growth of n is observed by a counter. The latter allow the element to be unchanged until the value of the counter is not greater than some fixed one. If the f counter exceed the fixed value, then we move the element along the tree M: pasting its as well its . elements located under it at the step t + 1 to the least free end element but not an atom. Thus, complete elements go into atom elements due to the constant movement of n-complete fragments in view of the growth of n. Atomic and finitely complete elements are stabilized and, beginning from some step, are not already moved.
Although we add an infinite number of atoms, the new tree generates a Boolean algebra isomorphic to the atomic part of the initial Boolean algebra. This can be explained by Remmel's theorem on preservation of a type of isomorphism of a Boolean algebra [8] : the above construction preserves a type of isomorphism after pasting finite subtrees to end vertices.
Step 0. We define Mp G (0). We note that, at the step t, we will define a function cp:: 59: ----f M: and a counter i,x Y(X, t): 9'; -+ N. At this step, we set r(O,O) e 0 and q$(O) * 0.
Stept+1.Weset9j
where a=L(c), b=R(c), and c is an end element of 9:. We assume that, at the step t + 1, the tree IV,!, the function cp:: 9 -M!,
and the values V(X, t) for x E 9: have been defined.
We set x^* {y E N 1 x $ v}. An element a E B is called conzplete in Y if ri n 9 = 2 and n-complete in ~2 if 9 >{x 1 H(x, i) = 0 &x < a&i <n}. If the value n is clear, then we talk about finitely complete elements. At this step, we introduce the "atomization" procedure for complete elements of the tree 9,.
Case 1: There exists x E 9': such that the following condition holds:
l Atom(2li))) and s is not n-complete at the step t but is n-complete at the step t + 1, where n > 0 and n 3 r-(x, t). Let e(hi(x)) # VQ= , b, for any k E N, where b, E !I37; and b, is an atom of 'Xi.
Let x0 be the greatest element among those x that satisfy the condition (*). Such an element x0 exists since, by condition, it is not n-complete at the step t but is n-complete at the step t + 1, i.e., an element appears under ~0. 4t the step t + 1, we add only a and b such that H(a) =17 (b) . Hence all the elements subject to (*) already belong to the set {x ) x0 > x} for some x0 satisfying (*).
We consider y 3 x0 satisfying the following condition: (**I under S(y) there are end elements z of 9: and hi(Z) $ Atom(2Ii)
We consider the least ,VO satisfying the condition (*x) and the least (with respect to the ordinary order on the set of natural numbers) za such that zo < S(.vo), zo is an end element of gif, and 6i(Zo) 6 Atom (%i). Since there are infinitely many atoms in the Boolean algebra 'QI,, in view of the last part of (*) such ~0 and zo can be found. We The tree obtained will be denoted by 52:. It is obvious that BP,: g YIi. We consider the composition pep : 9'~-+23~t~ as a generating one-to-one mapping onto its image i.e., onto ,u(p(91)623~,.
In other words, we can assume that the Boolean algebra '3: is isomorphically embedded into the Boolean algebra 233,. 0 Since the Boolean algebra 2$ is constructivizable uniformly on i and the set of atoms of the Boolean algebra '23~~ is decidable uniformly on i, the Boolean algebra C,,-N('23~, x 233,) can be constructivizable and has a decidable set of numbers of atoms and that of atomless elements. The Boolean algebra ClEN(23~! x '2$) is isomorphic to the Boolean algebra !Z3 g &Jq x %q), since all the summands are isomorphic respectively. Since the elementary characteristic is (1, 1,0) and, in the constructed Boolean algebras 8~,, all elements are atomic, the Boolean algebra CiEN (c. I 1 !I3 M, x !B3, is recursive for the enrichments of Atom, Atomless, Atomic, and I; moreover, it is decidable in view of the model completeness.
We now complete the proof of the theorem. We have shown that a recursive Boolean algebra 23 of characteristic (1, 1, 0) with recursive set of atoms admits a constructiviza- and 'E are isomorphic.
Indeed. these Boolean algebras are isomorphic since all the finite fragments of the direct sums of type 2&@. . .@!Bl.tn+l ) and ( Bo$. .+23 f(r))+. +r%'p/(,,@ Jm,(n+,,) are isomorphic. q
The following effective analog of Lemma 5 holds. the first summands containing all the numbers subject to the condition \2lil< DZ into a common summand.
Case 4: I2Ii( < o(j for any i E N. Then the Boolean algebra '1J is isomorphic to !ZS,,'+,! and is decidable.
Case 5: 3<"' I I%ujl= co. We separate summands with infinite part '3; into one summand which is strongly constructive because it is atomic and the set of atoms is recursive. The remaining part satisfies Case 4. Hence it is also strongly constructivizable. Since the product of strongly constructive Boolean algebras is strongly constructive, the conclusion of the theorem is valid. El
The following proposition shows that any further weakening of the decidability conditions is impossible. By some modification of this method and on the base of the results from first part we can prove the next result. In the case of characteristic ( 1, 0, 1 ), the complete answer is not obtained. The question on the decidability of a Boolean algebra admitting a recursive representation in its enrichment with the predicates Atom and Atomiess separating the sets of atoms and that of atomless elements is still open.
Odin'tsov [ 121 establishes the following result.
